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WEEE Needs Power –
Generator Associates Provides It.
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Generator Associates Ltd are delighted to once again be working with Environmental Storage Solutions
Ltd, a market leading waste carrier and broker – who provide treatment for end of life plastic,
refrigeration and waste electrical equipment.
January 2008
The Requirements:
Environmental Storage Solutions are a market leader in the recycling and disposal of end of life plastic, refrigeration
and waste electronic equipment, and have for the second time this year chosen Generator Associates to provide power
for their equipment.

Numerous WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) legislation has been introduced

since 2004. The client opened their 60,000 square foot factory to deal with treatment and destruction before the
legislation was enforced so that they were able to prepare for the high demand when the relevant legislations were
introduced. The legislation limits the quantity of waste that can go into final disposal and so needs to be recycled.
They are able to deal with the redundant equipment which exists due to the Ozone Depleting Substance legislation.
They needed a 1000Kva diesel powered generator to provide reliable power to a slow speed high torque twin shaft
shredder, a ring mill, a rasper and a granulator.
The Solution:
Generator Associates Ltd, the power hire, sales, leasing and maintenance specialists were chosen to work alongside
the WEEE specialists to provide over 1000Kva of power to run their equipment. Because this marketplace is constantly
changing and their needs altering, Generator Associates provided a 1000Kva silent diesel generator complete with
3000 litre external bunded bulk fuel tank and cable on short term hire.
Whether it is Generator or UPS sales, hire, lease or maintenance you require, Generator Associates act as independent
consultants and offer complete one-stop solutions for waste disposal organisations like Environmental Storage
Solutions along with a range of other commercial, governmental and industrial organisations throughout the UK. If
you need a reliable and competent Generator and UPS supplier and installer who can offer a range of services
including Project Management and Fuel Management, contact Generator Associates today and let them start finding
the most cost-effective solution for you.
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Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in all
aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply, hire, lease, service and fuel a range of generators from 1kw to
3000kva, and offer leasing packages to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, spreading the financial outlay over an
extended period, to generate a low fixed monthly rental. Generators available for hire include 40Kva, 50Kva, 60Kva, 70Kva, 80Kva,
100Kva, 150Kva, 175Kva, 200Kva, 250Kva, 300Kva, 350Kva, 400Kva, 450Kva, 500Kva, 600Kva, 700Kva, 800Kva, 1000Kva, 1250Kva,
1500Kva amongst others. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and maintain a wide range of
generators and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO, Cummins, GENASS and Pramac.

Specialists in Generator & UPS Sale, Supply, Hire, Lease and Maintenance – the Complete Solution

